Surface view of the lateral organization of lipids and proteins in lung surfactant model systems-a ToF-SIMS approach.
The lateral organization of domain structures is an extremely significant aspect of biomembrane research. Chemical imaging by mass spectrometry with its recent advancement in sensitivity and lateral resolution has become a highly promising tool in biological research. In this review, we focus briefly on the instrumentation, working principle and important concepts related to time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry followed by an overview of lipid/protein fragmentation patterns and chemical mapping. The key issues addressed are the applications of time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry in biological membrane research. Additionally, we briefly review our recent investigations based on time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry to unravel the lateral distribution of lipids and surfactant proteins in lung surfactant model systems as an example that highlights the importance of fluidity and ionic conditions on lipid phase behavior and lipid-protein interactions.